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THE AERODYNAhlIC I?LMNETABLE.

By A. F. Z.iHx.

LNTRODUCTIOX.

For the accurate and expeditious geometrical measurement of models in an aerodynamic.
laboratory, and for miscellaneous truing operations, there is frequent need for a specially
equipped plane table. For example, one may ha~e to mea-sure truly to 0.001 inch the offsets
of an airfoil at many parts of its surface. Or the offsets of a strut, airship hull, or other care-
fully formed fi=we may require exact calipering. Again, a complete airplane model may have
to be adjusted for correch incidence at all parts of its surfaces or -rerifled in hose parts for
conformance to sp edifications. Such -work, if but occasional, maybe done on a pkning or mill-
ing machine; but if frequent justib the provision of a speciaI table. For this reason it was
found desirable in 1918 to make the table described in this report and to equip it with such
gages and measures as the work shotid require.

The working and design drawhgs for the table were made by my assistant, Mr. Louis
Thwns; those for the instruments by Mr. L. H. Crook, who supervised the construction of both
the tabIe and the instruments. This report, originally sent to the Chief of the 13imeau of Aero-
nautics and dated April 12, 1922, was submitted by that bureau for publication to the A’akional
Advisory Commit tee for Aeronautics, witth the added Figure 4 not in the origtinal.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PL.U?JJ TABLE.

The basic apparatus is a smoothly pIaned cast-iron table, Figure 1, whose top measures
3 by 12 feet and ha-s two parallel T slots along its entire length. Lemling screws are protided
for its feet. A boss under its center admits of Mling a hole through its top to bolt fast an
object, such as a propeller, which is to undergo verification or heavy static tests. The plane
surfaces of the side and end are quite normaI to each other and to the top, to sme as bases for
T square use.

The linear scale shown on the side of the table serves to measwe the movement of an in-
strument along one of its groo_ms. Figure 2 shows the method of engra~~ the scale. A
Rivett lathe lying on its side carries a V pointed tool which is moved -mrtieally with the cross-
feed to score the scale marks and drawn IateraUy with the accurate lead screw to space the
marks. The lathe k shifted end-wise, 2 feet at a time, by aid of an accurate spacing bar c~amped
to the tabIe, but which tieed not be described.

THE CONTOUR MICROMETER.

Figure 3 illustrates a plane-table instrument for taking the offsets or topogmphic measure-
ments of a modeI’s surface or contom line. A column-with a massive base is dri-ren along the
table by a rack and pinion, as shown, and carries a slide rest along verticaI ways planed on its
face. The dide resttbears a cross-feed and rod clamp for holding a dial gauge which is to be me-red
to aIl parts of the model’s surface or contour. The diaI gauge itself and the, handwheeIs of the

—–

vertical and cross slides have open decimal graduations reading to 0.001 inch. The slides, in-
cluding the graduated swivel for sloping the cross-feed, -were SL &et borrowed from a lathe,
then were made a permanent part of the micrometer.
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The linear travel of the base can be read truly to 0.001 inch with an attmhed lens focus-
ing on a fine standard scale clamped to the table, or less accurately with a plainer scale screwed
to the table or engra~ed thereon. The present linear scale, engra~ed on the side of the table,
is marked in inches and tenths. A vernier for reading hundred~hs is screwed to the sliding
base and can be slid 0,1 inch along the base for setting to a convenient zero. For finer work
the scale is read to hundredths and thousandths, as illustrated in Figure 4, with a dial gauge
elastically mounted on the sliding base and having at the tip of its spindle a tooth that can be
pressed into the marks on the Iinear scale.

When an airfoil is to be -rerifled it is laid on a cradle, as shown in l?igur~ 3, either flat
on top of the sta~dards or clamped to their vertical sides, as may seem best. The point. of the
gauge is then fed crosswise of the model ai various sections to measure their offsets. The pro-
file of a strut is measured in like manner.

To caliper an airship model the instrument is used as shown in Figure 5. While the hull
rests level on two V blocks, the sharp edge of the dial gauge stem is set, first at the nose of the
hull, then at successive points along its side, At each position readings are taken of the dis-
tances aft of the nose and from the long axis. To avoid too much pressure of the sharp w.ige
against the model, one stops the cross-feed motion when the dial hand begins to move and
reads the offset on the cross-feed scaIe.

THE VERTICAL KNTFE-EDGE.

An airship hu~l is sometimes calipered as illustrated in Figure 6. When resting level on
paper a verticaI straightedge with a recording pencil at its bottom is passed around the model,
touching it gently. A contour Iine is thus drawn from which the offsets can easily be measured
to the precision required for a wooden model of large diameter. It is impracticable to construct
or keep such bodies accurate to one or two thousandths of an inch in their larger dimensions.

The pe.flciI holder ie a small piston sliding in a driIl hole coaxial with the knife-edge and
pressed down by a small spiraI spring. The piston can conveniently be raised and locked to
protect the pencil when not in use.

THE PLANE-TABLE PROTRACTOR,

For the setting or verification of wing planes and control planes the instrument shown in.
Figure 7 is used. This comprises a clamp stand with massive round base and an accurate
cylindrical column a~ong which slides an adjustable sIeeve supporting a common drafhnan’s
protractor. The radial arm swinging in a vertical plane can be applied to the wing chord to
indicate its sIope. Tn ordinary models the wing incidence is adjusted at various sections by
rotating the right-and-left-threaded inclined struts of the model, thus changing their lengths.
The wing slope can thus be set and measured as accurately as the eye can judge the coinci-
dence of the chord and radial arm,

Sometimes this arm is applied to the wing chord, or to bench marks on the wing, as a simple
straightedge; again it may carry sliding jaws each having a sharp tooth or a small lens which
is brought to bear on reference marks at the leading and trailing edge. To be set trdY m
0.010, a 5-inch wing chord must, at its extremities, coincide with the straightedge to less than
0.001 inch. A setting true to 0.005 inch is fine enough for the usual wooden airplane model.

SPECIAL USES OF TITE TABLE.

The plane table is not infrequently used by the instrument and modeI makers for measuring
or aligning new apparatus. Figure 8 ilhtrates such use. V?hen the Iift weighing mechanism
of the new aerodynamic balance was assembled, two sets of guide rods, comprising four
rods each, had to be set horizontal truly to one one-thousandth of an inch. Accordingly the
mechanism w-as supported on the plane tabIe as showti. By means of surface gauges the
machinist tested the distance of each end of each rod—16 ends in all-above the top of the
table, As these ends were adjustable vertically, they were soon perfectly spaced and Iocked,
so as to remain permanently in pIanes normal to the axis of the balance.
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ORDINARY USES OF ‘THE TABLE.

Figure 9 illustrates the ordinary use of the table. SeveraI men can comfortably work
on different tasks at the same time without interference, even though some of the models be
quite large. To insure accuracy, the measurements on the less permanent modeLs, such as
wooden arifoils, airpkmes, and newly made airship hulls, are performed before each test if
the tests are separated by any considerable time.

THE AIRFOIL CABINETS.

The laboratory aerofoils, before and after measurement, are kept in special cabinets, as
shown in Figure 10. Each modeI -with its tempIate rests on a sfiding shelf, so as to be easily
drawn forth for inspection. TYhen arra~~ed serially and indexed, hundreds of aerofoils can
thus readiIy be located while be~r safely preserved. The larger modeIs are at present mounted
on the -walls of the aerodynamic laboratory, as illustrated in Figure 11.
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F1&l.-The wcdynamic plane table without equ~pment.
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FIG. 2.–Engraving the plane table
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FIG. 4.—733 C?GUkIQImiffmmei,ermeasm’ing a E&d ?i&@ hull; meZSIIW.Wd.S&e tCJ.fxt~hCh ~ tkr= IW@D@9r dkdk!IS.
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FIG. 5,–The contour micrometer meamring a wooden eirship hull ; lengthwise scaIe Id with vernier,

FIG. 6.—The vwtical knife edge projecting e.contour.
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FIG. i.—Tht pIane tsble protrwtcfi
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FIG. S.—Aspwial plane table operation. Adjusting eight reds parallel to a common plane to .Cill”
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FIG. 11.—MOW5ill mtcn’ugo.


